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NEVER pay for articles or eBooks

- Search the library website
  - www.library.utoronto.ca

- If using Google Scholar...
  - Go to Settings - Library links – Choose ‘University of Toronto Libraries’
  - https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/linkit/google-scholar

Email Me!
Katej.johnson@utoronto.ca
Information Timeline

**Event Occurs**

**Social Media**
“Breaks” the story. Info may be incomplete, false, or biased.
Examples: Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, YouTube, blogs

**News Sites, TV, Radio & Daily Newspapers**
As time passes, info gets added, updated, and verified. Opinions emerge.

**Weekly Magazines**
Offers more insight. Likely to include context info, interviews, related topics.
Examples: Time, Newsweek, People, The New Yorker

**Monthly Magazines**
Additional time allows for better reporting. May include opinions.
Examples: Wired, Scientific American, National Geographic

**Scholarly Journals**
Written by experts. Well-researched and objective.
Examples: Journal of American Culture, Nature, JAMA

**Books**
Benefit most from hindsight. Give most in-depth coverage of topic.
Examples: Nonfiction titles, biographies, textbooks, reference materials
TIPS: Selecting Search Keywords

• **Use Quotations Marks** to search for exact wording
  ➢ “Minimum Wage” AND Canada

• **Use Wild Card Asterisk** * to search for similar terms
  ➢ Canada*, Canadian, Canadians, Canada’s
Search Results
ARTICLES, BOOKS & more…

Your search

canad* "minimum wage"

Search by title □ Online only □

Articles 17,041

Setting the minimum wage
by Boeri, Tito.

Minimum Wage and Capital Taxes
by Yu, Eden Siu Hung and Chao, Chi-Chur.

Minimum Wage Policy and Country’s Technical Efficiency
by Mohd Zaini Abd Karim and Sallahuddin Hassan and Sok-Gee Chan.

Who Is Affected by the Minimum Wage?
by Wolfson, Paul and Belman, Dale and Nawakitphaitoon, Kritkorn.
Industrial Relations: A Journal of Economy and Society, 2015, Volume 54, Issue 4, p. 582 - 621

SELECTED ISSUES OF THE MINIMUM WAGE IN THE CZECH REPUBLIC
by Marek Skala and Tomáš Pavelka and Jan Cadil.
E+M Ekonomie a Management, 2014, Volume 17, Issue 4, p. 30

Books 69

Dispelling minimum wage mythology [electronic resource]: the minimum wage
Brennan, Jordan ... [et. al.].
[S.I.]: [s.n.], 2014.

Raising the Minimum Wage [electronic resource]: Misguided Policy, Unintended
Murphy, Robert P. ... [et. al.].

STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF THE 1.25 MINIMUM WAGE UNDER THE CANADA
CANADA. TASK FORCE ON LABOUR RELATIONS

Utah’s minimum wage law for females ... [electronic resource]: paper read
by H.T. Haines.
[U.S.]: [s.n.], 1914

Minimum wage impacts from a pre-specified research design [electronic
by Michele Campolleti, Morley Gunderson and Chris Riddell.
[Toronto, Ont. : Centre for Economics and Public Affairs, University of Toronto], 2005
Use your Search Filters

Your current search

Anywhere:
"social media" and activism

Format
Books

113 records returned

Global activism : art and activism
Karlsruhe, Germany : ZKM/C
Book

Available
111

Online
35

Library
Robarts
63
UofT at Mississauga
31
UofT at Scarborough
17
St. Michael's College (John M. Kelly)
13

Subject
Political Aspects
51
Social Media
47

Call Number

Global activism : art and activism
Karlsruhe, Germany : ZKM/C
Book

Available
111

Online
35

Library
Robarts
63
UofT at Mississauga
31
UofT at Scarborough
17
St. Michael's College (John M. Kelly)
13

Subject
Political Aspects
51
Social Media
47

Call Number
Check the Item Record

Subject Headings

Table of Contents, Book Abstract, or Reviews
Request Items from Other Libraries

✓ **Inter Campus Delivery** from Mississauga or Scarborough to Robarts
  - [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/request-item](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/request-item)

✓ **Inter Library Loan Requests** to other institutions (pdf or mailing of book)
  - [https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/ill](https://onesearch.library.utoronto.ca/ill)
ARTICLES: Use your Filters

Format, Subject, Date
Click on “more…” button to see all options
Articles: ProQuest

ProQuest Platform

• **ProQuest Link in Guide** (in "Finding articles" section of INI103 Research Guide)

• **Filters to Apply:**
  – **Source Type:** Scholarly Journals
  – **Document Type:** Front Page/Cover Story Article, Feature (exclude News & Advertisements)
Be Strategic

Track Your Searches

• **Resources** (library catalogue, Google Scholar, Databases – ProQuest, Project Muse, JSTOR)

• **Keywords** (topics, authors, titles)

• **Filters you applied** (Date range, subjects, document types)
Citation Help

- **Citation Managers** are tools that help collect publishing info you need for references and can format in-text citations/bibliographies (e.g., Zotero).

- **Book an appointment with Kate** to register, set up, & learn how to use a citation manager.

- [https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/citation management](https://guides.library.utoronto.ca/citation management)
Ask for help!

- Email ***
- In person
  - Ref Desk, 2nd Fl. Robarts
  - Book a Consultation
    (Kate is away Feb 14-25)
- Instant Message (Ask)

www.library.utoronto.ca/ask
Keep in touch!

Kate Johnson
College Librarian
katej.johnson@utoronto.ca

Innis College Library
2nd Floor in East Wing
(above the Registrar’s Office)

http://innis.utoronto.ca/library
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